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Response to Request For Additional Information Regarding Change To Quality
Assurance Topical Report (TAC Nos. MF5055, MF5056, MF5057, MF5058,
MF5059, MFS060 And MF5061)

References: 1.
2.

Letter from Duke Energy (Ernest J. Kapopoulos, Jr.) to USNRC (Document
Control Desk), "Change to Quality Assurance Topical Report, Amendment
40," dated October 23,2014 (ML14300A01 1)
Letter from USNRC (Ed Miller) to Duke Energy (Art Zaremba), "Catawba
Nuclear Station, Units I and 2; McGuire Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2; and
Oconee Nuclear Station Units 1, 2, and 3; Request For Additional Information
Regarding Change To Quality Assurance Topical Report (TAC Nos. MF5055,
MF5056, MF5057, MF5058, MF5059, MF5060 And MF5061)," dated
February 12,2015 (M115041A544)

In Reference 1, Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC (Duke Energy) submitted a request for approval of
a change to the•r Ouality Assurance Topical Report (QATFI). The requested change was to
be allowed to use the latest Nuclear Information and Records Management Association
(NIRMA) standards for records storage and management. These changes were submitted for
approval to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(a)(4).
Reference 2 transmitted Requests for Additional Information (RAls) regarding the Reference 1
submittal. The responses to these requests are provided in Attachment 1. Attachment 2
provides a revised markup of Table 17-1. Clean typed pages are provided as Attachment 3.
These pages supersede those of Reference 1.
Should you have any questions regarding this request, please contact Thomas R. Byme at
(980) 373-3249.
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Attachment 1
Response to Request for Additional Information Regarding the Change to Quality Assurance
Topical Report, Amendment 40
NRC &Z"m

#1

Criterion XVII, "Quality Assurance Records" of Appendix B to Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50 states In part that, "Sufficient records shall be maintained to
furnish evidence of activities affecting quality. The records shall include at least the following:
Operating logs and the results of reviews, inspections, tests, audits, monitoring of work
performance, and materials analyses. The records shall also include closely-related data such
as qualificatlons of personnel, procedures, and equipment. Inspection and test records shall, as
a minimum, identify the inspector or data recorder, the type of operation the acceptability, and
action taken in connection with any deficiencies noted. Records shall be identifiable and
retrievable. Consistent with applicable regulatory requirements, the applicant shall establish
requirements concerning record retention, such as duration, location, and assigned
Clarify the key differences between the latest 2011 NIRMA records standards (TG-1 1, TG- 5,
TG-16, and TG-21) and the 1998 version. Include a discussion of how these changes ensure
the requirements of Criterion XVII will continue to be met.

ANSI N45.2.9-1974, "Requirements for Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Quality
Assurance Records for Nuclear Power Plants," as endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1.88, Rev. 2,
"Collection, Stage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance Records,"
contains adequate requiements to assure satisfaction of the Appendix B Criterion XVII
requirement. Regardless of records media, ANSI N45.2.9-1974 contains adequate
requirements to assre satisfaction of the Appendix B Criterion XVII requirements for "Sufficient
records shall be maintained to furnish evidence of activities affecting quality. The records shall
include at least the following: Operating logs and the results of reviews, inspections, tests,

audits, monitorn of work peifo
, and materials analyses. The records shaI also include
closely-related data such a qualatons of personnel, procedures, and epment.' The ANSI
Standards also contain adequate requirements to assure satisfaction of the Appendix B
Criterion XVII requirements for Inspection and test records shall, as a minimum, identify the

Inspector or data recorder, the type of operation the acceptabity, and action taken I

connection with any deficiencies noted. Records shall be identifiable and
retrievable. Consistent with applicable regulatory requirements, the applicant shall establish
requirements concerning record retention, such as duration, location, and assigned
responsibility."
The requested use of the 2011 NIRMA standards, consistent with the guidance in RIS 2000-018
and Generic Letter (GL) 88-18, is to provide supplemental guidance for the maintenance of
Quality Assurance (QA) records in electronic media. Inparticular, the NIRMA Standards
provide supplemental guidance specific to electronic records to ensure the records are
identifiable and retrievable for their required retention period.
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The context for the 1998 versions of the NIRMA standards was the nuclear records
management approaches and information technologies present in the mid-i 990s, consisting
primarily of conversion of hardcopy records to electronic form using image-capture based
systems (scanned documents resulting in single- or multi-page images). These images were
typically captured to optical disks, which were managed in multi-platter jukeboxes", and
accessed through client-server, LAN-based networks. The 1998 versions recognized the need
to expand beyond optical disk storage systems into magnetic disk storage, and address
electronic record formats that can be viewed over time. The 1998 versions also brought to light
the need to formally address software configuration management and quality assurance, since it
was recognized that licensees would become dependent on the electronic record - only
viewable, not as paper, but through the means of information technology (hardware and
software). This dependency also dictated the need to address electronic records protection,
backups, and disaster recovery, to be compliant with regulatory requirements.
The 2011 versions retained the fundamental philosophies of the 1998 versions and maintained
the relationship among the four stated TGs, that is: TG-15 presents the overall program for
managing electronic records, with TG's 11, 16, and 21 providing more detailed information into
specific areas of records auOteticaki, software quality assurance, and disaster recovery. The
key changes are based on development and implementation of enterprise content management
systems, web-based technologies, and higher capacity LAN/WAN networks. Leveraging those
technologies enabled the development of more efficient and effective best practices for
managing electronic records, with authentication and records turnover occurring more frequently
in "e-space. The key differences between each 2011 NIRMA Standard and each 1998 version
are identified below. In short, the 2011 NIRMA standards provide better understanding and
controls for an integrated approach to the creation, capture, and maintenance of records using
electronic tools.
Management of Ellec Rswrds T16-2011 - This guideline addresses the complete life
cycle of electronic records and their information processing environmernt. Electronic records
may exist in any electronic format, and on various media (e.g. optical disk, magnetic tape,
magnetic disk), capable of being read by computer system application software and peripheral

subsmystems.
Overview of Changes from 1998 Version: The content has been rearranged and expanded to
provide performance based criteria for sustainable electronic records. No content significant to
the management of electronic records was deleted from this TG. TO15 provides a
comprehensive approach that can be used to design an electronic records management
program. TGI5 is current with existing codes and standards and addresses the issue of
sustainability by various file types. TG IS also addresses digital and information rights
management. TG15 has undergon significant format revisions from the 1998 version. The
revised structure promotes better understanding of the electronic records management process
addressing the significant phases in separate sections. The following table provides a
comparison of the differences between the two versions:
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Differences between TG15-2011 and TG15-1998
TG15-2011 Document

tucture

Section 4. CREATING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS
The 2011 version focuses
on the management of
Records, not the work
processes for creating,
reviewing, and approving
a document that will

TG15-1998 sections
Section 5.1

become a record.

Section 5.
AUTHENTICATING

Section 5.1.1, which
addressed electronic file
types, is replaced with
performance requirements
for ensuring the file is in a
sustainable format. This is
addressed in Section 8.3
and APPENDIX B of the
2011 version.

Topic not addressed

ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Section 6. TRANSFERRING
AND RECEIVING

Comments

addressed

New content included for
understanding of the
process

Topic not addressed

New content included for
understanding of the

process.

ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Section 7. INDEXING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Section 52

Section 8. STORING AND
MAINTAINING ELECTRONIC
RECORDS
Subsection 8.3

Section 5.2

Subsection 8.4
Section 9. RETRIEVING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Section 6.2.
Topic not addressed

Section 10. RECORDS
RETENTION
Section 11. DESTROYING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS
Section 12. SECURING

Sections 7.1, 7.2, and
7.3
Section 7.5

Section number change

Section 5.3

Section number change

Topic not addressed

New content included for
understanding of the
process. See TG21 for

Section 5.1.1

Content of Section 5.2 is
now addressed in Sections
7 and 8.
Content of Section 5.2 is
now addressed in Sections
7 and 8.
Addresses electronic file
types from paragraph 5.1.1.
Section number change
New content Included for
understanding of the
process.

Section number change

ELECTRONIC RECORDS

Section 13. PLANNING FOR
DISASTERS AND
RECOVERING
ELECTRONIC RECORDS

more information.

Section 14. DEFINING
SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE
QUAUTY ASSURANCE

Sections 3 and 7.4

Section number change

APPENDIX A -

Section 4

Section number change

Section 6.1

Section number change

REQUIREMENTS

ESTABLISHING AN
ELECTRONIC RECORDS
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Subsection A6.5
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TG15-2011 Document
structure
APPENDIX B - FORMAT
SUSTAINABILITY (SORT BY
ACRONYM)

TG15-1998 sections
addressed
Topic not addressed

APPENDIX C - FORMAT
TRANSFORMATION

Topic not addressed

APPENDIX D - CONTENT
RIGHTS MANAGEMENT

Topic not addressed

Comments
Supplements Section 8.3 in
addressing electronic file
types from paragraph 5.1.1
of 1998 version.

New content included for
understanding of the

process.

New content included for
understanding of the
_process.

Aattwintlctilon of Reords and Med1a TG11-2011 - This document provides guidance to
assist in establishing authentication requirements for records and records media submitted for
control, storage, and retrieval.
Overview of Changes from 1998 Version: Additions have been made to better define capture of
e
onic records such as Record and Media Certificaton definitiot, destruction of hard copy
upon completion of electronic scan, media certification. This aligns authentication aspects with
other TGs cleanly without duplication. This also limits the content to the authentication, record
creation processing. The definition of authentication is reduced to a simple format that matches
the ANSI N45 and ASME NQA-1, allowing destruction of the hard copy record once properly

transformed to a new final media type.

Removed content is addressed in the following:
•
*
*

The records media table previously in Section 3.5 was deleted. Content addressed nonelectronic media and was not pertinent to the scope of this TG. TG15 addresses
consideration for the use of electronic media.
Specific user identrficatiopassword guidance in authentication methods (former section
4.1.3) has been removed. This is addressed in the controls for creation of the electronic
docmentsr as referenced In TG15 Section 5.2.
The section addressing 'Sc
System is replaced by the more generically
applicable Section 5.5 Conversion Systems, which retains the requirement to verify

record legibility following conversion.

Section 6 has bee retitled 'Record Series Processing" from the previous -Media
Certification." In conjunction with this change, the content of Sections 6.4.1, 6.4.2, and
6.4.3 was removed. This content Is addressed in TG15 Sections 4 and 8, which address
perfomance requirements for ensuring a sustainable format.
Sections 7.3 for corrections to records on microfilm and 7.4 corrections to hardcopy
records were removed as these are not in the scope of electronic records.
Softwa Quality Asou r e Docunentation and Recorfs T016-2011 - This TG, like the
1998 version, contains no requirements specific to the Electronic Records Management
System. The technical guideline addresses documentation and records requirements for
Configuration Management and Software Quality Assurance (SOA) to furnish documentary
evidence of the quality and configuration control from inception to the end of life cycle. This
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documentation is typical for SQA and not specific to the Electronic records Management
System.
Overview of Changes from 1998 Version: The revision removed content specifying generic
requirements of a SQA Program. The current structure addresses documents and records
necessary to develop, verify and validate, and maintain the Electronic Records Management
System. The focus of the 1998 Edition was on providing a detailed Software Quality Assurance
(SQA) definition. The 2011 edition focus is on the support role of Information Rights
Management (IRM) in SQA activities.
Required Records Probation, Disater Recoery ond Businea Continuation, TG21-2011This TG provide guidance concerning the protection, disaster recovery and business
continuation efforts associated with a Records Management Program. This guidelin, originally
titled "Electronic Records Protection and Restoration, has been renamed to more accurately
reflect its scope. This guideline was developed recognizing the constant state of technology
change evident in a Records Management Program. Therefore, efforts have been made to
ensure its applicability regardless of media type, technology platform, or system hardware/
software configuration. Companies should be expected to customize their own program based
upon their needs end aftlie resources. The rrmost effective Records Disaster Plan is

comprOwn,•nWsey
wvIntewan with nd an Itegral. part of the Company's overall Business

Continuation Plan. As such, the user should find references to both the Company's plan and
the Reod Prorm Plan. Unless stated otherwise, all references found wihin should be

assumed to be related to the Recards Program.

Overview of Chw gsmm 196 Veslon: The ducument was vised to clearly address
planning for oW respwone to dsatmes Dtai wm added for all formats and media;
spofft &Ausin ooitlemon. The decmeit no addesses the need to have in place a
plan an town, b•We
*
r ssecuwry
*
e Q rules, ead backup programs created by

Informltion Technolog personmi.

Part of the proposed revision includes deleting the statement that the program for storage of

records on optical disks wi# meet the quality controls contaied in NRC Generic Letter 88-

18. Pro'wkle a justiIn for deleting #1. statement or exlain how the use of the 2011 NIRMA

standards will provide an equKIvaent Imewl of quality control.

The 2I1 NJIRMA standards address use of eaermnic records on optical disks as well as on
other ecronic media. The markup was intended to convey the requirements for newly created
electronic recrds; Duke would use the 2011 Standards. No key content was deleted.

Interms.of Elecpnic Reoom
summarized as follows:
a)

the necessary quality controls, consistentwith GL 88-18, can be

The Electronic Records Managemert (qRM) system does not allow deletion or
modification of records. (NOTE: Authorized deletion of records per the Record

Retention Rules is controlled.)
b)

The eRM system provides redundancy (i.e., system backup, dual storage, etc.).
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c)
d)
e)
f)

The legibility of each record is verified prior to acceptance into the eRM system.
The media used by the eRM system is maintained to ensure the records are
acceptably copied onto a new media before the manufacturer's certified useful life
of •the media isexceeded. This icludes verification of the records so copied.
Pekroi random *iqnpctlonsof records are performed to verify that there has been
no degradation of record quality.
fthe eRM system ln use is to bereplaced by new system, the records stored on
the old system are acceptably converted into the new system before the old
system is taken out of service. This includes verification of the records so copied.

To improve the description of the quality ontrol for electronic records, Duke Energy proposes
to update the request of Reference 1. Duke Energy proposes to change the following portions
of Table 17-1, "Conformance of DEC's Program to Quality Assurance Standards, Requirements,
and Guides," under the description of Regulatory Guide 1.88 Rev 2 - Collection, Storage, and
Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance Records (pages 17-8 and 17-9):

Delete the folowing portion:

IC

••

nee~s [Nuclear Information and Records

Management Association)

And replace with the following:
The DEC parnra

for skap ci recordse on microfilm, dual

on quality em. Summarized as follows:
a) The Electroni Records Management (eRM) sysm does
nct allow dsletcn or xmoication of records. (NOTE:
Authorized deletio of records per the Record Retention

Rules is controlld)
b) The eRM system pr•-,,de redundancy (i.e., system

-

, dual storm , etc.).

c) The legiblIty dsot record isverified prior to a
into the eRM sysem.
d) The media used by the eFM system is maintained to
ensure the records are
copied onto a new

media before the manufacturers certified useful life of the
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media Is exceeded. This includes verification of the
records so copied.
e) Periodic random inspections of records are performed to
verify OWt there has been no degradation of record quality.
f) Ifthe eRM system in use is to be replaced by new system,
the records stored on the old system are acceptaly
converted into the new system before the old system Is
taken out of service. This Includes verfication of the

records so copied.
To irsoimert t#ose conrols, DEC use the folow•ng:

- NIAM TG 11-2011 "Auntdiation of Records and Meda"
- NIRMA TO 15-2011, Mawnaement of Electronic Re"ords*
- NIORA TO 16-2011, Software Quality Asswwce,

DocuR

- N~

Records

v!91mentfton
Oand

TG 21-2011, 'Required Records Protection, DisastW

Re-Vew and uSies Connuatio

Attachment 2 provides a revised markup of Table 17-1. Clean typed pages are provided as
Attachment 3. These pages supersede those of Reference 1.

1.

Letter from Duke Energy (Ernest J. Kapopoulos, Jr.) to USNRC (Document
Control Desk), "Change to Quality Assurance Topical Report, Amendment 40,"
dated October 23, 2014 (MLI 4300A01 1)
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